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Abstract - In today’s world, many people uses online services for visiting places. So, the online tourism system can help to decide
when and where to go. In order to improve the tourist plan using recommender system in favor of user interest, we have implemented a
tourism system as per user interest such as user budget, season, area, and the number of days. In this paper, we have used the semantic
web with ontology to describe the visiting place in anywhere in India for customer choice. To develop the ontology protégé framework
is used to describe in better form. The User just puts their interest in general term and system will select the more convenient activities
for them. Knowledge-based filtering the system has been used to develop recommender system.
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help clients to discover required data [1]. Ontology is a
strategy to formally characterize ideas and their
connections

1. Introduction

R

ecommender system for tourism is very helpful for
visitors that where they go. In order to build easily
the suitable travel by satisfying the user choice.
Tourism is one of the most enjoyable plans in every life. It
is also good for our country to increase in economic
growth and generates a lot of business.

composed with an expectation of information sharing and
reuse. Different ontology is worked to help also,
coordinate the tourism-related heterogeneous data
accessible on web, which can additionally give valuable
proposals or may help explorers to design their agenda.
Ontology identified with tourism is made changed and
coordinated with different advancements to make the
tourism look effective and simple.

Nowadays, people can use their time in new technology
when planning for going on a trip. For this purpose,
several tourists site that offers various touristic
information to search for their destination. This
observation in the real world suggests that recommender
systems are an intuitive and valuable extension to tourism
information systems. The goal of this dissertation is to
give best trip plan in user interest and budget.

Semantic Web guidelines and advances, an enormous
measure of RDF information have been distributed
utilizing open and liberal licenses [2]. The accessibility of
such information is without a doubt a chance to bolster
customized data get to apparatuses, for example,
recommender frameworks.

1.1 Ontology with semantic web

Recommender framework development for the Semantic
Web information ordinarily requires ontology, rules and
rule based inference engine to be connected over the RDF
information [3].

Semantic Web, an idea given by Tim Berners-Lee, is
pushing to empower current web so that even machines
can get to the data show on the web, coordinate it and
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Recommender frameworks contain numerous similarity
measurements that originate from machine learning [4].
They are imperative for recommender frameworks. Every
similarity measurements are connected with vector space
techniques; however, there are different courses for
characterizing the similarity. They can be ordered in a
way that separation and degree estimation. There are
distinctive similarity count procedures for figuring
similarity between clients.

Keeping in mind the end goal to construct effortlessly the
appropriate travel by fulfilling the user inclinations, the
gathering profile will be characterized physically by the
travel organization [8]. This work is to characterize the
gathering profile of elderly individuals, to prescribe the
appropriate administrations and to mechanize the work of
the customized travel by considering the gathering
inclinations and constraints. The tourism ontology depicts
the offers touristic assets, for example, convenience,
transport, and action.

Inference on the Semantic Web can be portrayed by
finding new connections. On the Semantic Web,
information is displayed as an arrangement of connections
between assets. "Inference" implies that programmed
methodology can create new connections in view of the
information and in light of some extra data as a
vocabulary, e.g., an arrangement of rules [5]. Inference on
the Semantic Web is one of the devices of the decision to
enhance the nature of information joining on the Web, by
finding new relationships, consequently examining the
substance of the information, or overseeing learning on
the web.

A Recommender framework is programming operators
that bring out the interests and inclinations of individual
users and make suggestions as needs are. These are
essentially the framework that suggests numerous things
like music, recordings, books, online shopping, tourism,
and so on. Tourism is one of an extremely energizing
field of use of recommender frameworks, which is at
present pulling in an abnormal state of attention. Tourism
Recommender Systems as a rule utilize a mix of various
kinds of proposal strategies: content-based, collaborative
filtering, statistic, and so on. Be that as it may, the
specific qualities of this area prompt the constant
appearance of novel issues and the need for growing new
procedures [9].

1.2 Tourism Recommendation System
Recommender system provides guidance to the user for
suggesting a good thing to do. Recommender systems are
increasingly important tools in the field of e-commerce,
online shopping and tourism site and soon [6].

So my tourism recommendation system based on
knowledge-based using decision making recommendation
system.
The point of a visitor recommendation framework is to
help a vacationer in arranging the outing before heading
out to a new city. Thus, it regards give travel package
suggestions. A vacationer recommendation procedure
which incorporates finding the visitor areas inside a city,
surmising the semantic of visitor areas, finding a
movement design, condensing and afterward positioning
of the vacationer areas in view of the client's present
setting[10].

Tourism is intriguing spaces for proposal inquire about.
To start with, there are numerous choices of goal and
attractions for somebody wishing to movement. Second,
there are a wide range of sorts of attractions, for example,
experience, business, social/recorded, furthermore, getaway. Third, everywhere throughout the world are there
numerous cities and spots where these diverse alternatives
may turn out to be genuine. With such an enormous
volume of alternatives, voyagers regularly require counsel
about where to go and what to see, to visit, and to do. For
the most part, the vacationer is helped by a travel agent, a
man with information and abilities to give such counsel.
Be that as it may, suggestions from these operators might
be confined by human elements, for example, absence of
memory, constrained learning about the world, nations, or
cities and their tourist choices, which could bring about
poor ability to coordinate a visitor's necessities or wishes
against the choices put away in a database [7]. So, the
tourism recommender system is very useful for the user to
easily search their tour plan and also save time and
money.

1.3 Knowledge-based Recommendation System
Both content-based and collaborative frameworks require
a lot of information about past purchasing and rating
encounters. For instance, collaborative frameworks
require a sensibly all around populated appraisals lattice
to make future proposals. In situations where the measure
of accessible information is restricted, the proposals are
either poor, or they need full scope over the whole range
of client-item combination. This issue is additionally
alluded to as the cold start issue. Collaborative
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frameworks have differing levels of vulnerability to this
issue.

normal for knowledge based frameworks is an abnormal
state of customization to the particular space [11]. This
customization is accomplished using a knowledge base
that encodes significant area learning as either
imperatives or likeness measurements.

For instance, collaborative frameworks are the most
defenseless, and they can't deal with new things or new
clients extremely well. Content-based recommender
frameworks are fairly better at taking care of new things,
yet despite everything, they can't give proposals to new
clients.

A Knowledge-Based Recommendation System separates
itself among the different kinds of recommendation
system by applying another system to deliver a
recommendation. A knowledge based recommendation
system produces recommendation based on the area
knowledge. A client will get a recommendation in view of
his specific profile and the conduct of different clients
won't be considered by any stretch of the imagination, or
when it will be, it won't assume a focal part in deciding
the
recommendation.
The
knowledge
based
recommendation system would thus be able to be utilized
to address impediments of the regular recommendation
approaches. When utilizing the knowledge based
approach, no substantial informational index is important
and the cold start [12], new thing and the grey sheep issue
are along these lines maintained a strategic distance from.
Additionally, in light of the fact that the area learning, on
which are based the recommendations, is commotion free
the suggestions are more solid.

Moreover, these techniques are by and large, not
appropriate to spaces in which the item is much modified.
Illustrations incorporate things, for example, real state,
autos, tourism demands, money related administrations,
or costly extravagance merchandise. Such things are
purchased once in a while, and adequate evaluations are
regularly not accessible. By and large, the thing area
might be perplexing, and there might be few examples of
a particular thing with a specific arrangement of
properties. For instance, one should need to purchase a
house with a particular number of rooms, garden, region,
etc. Due to the intricacy in portraying the thing, it might
be hard to acquire a sensible arrangement of evaluations
mirroring the previous history of a client on a comparable
thing. Additionally, an old rating on a car with a
particular arrangement of alternatives may not be
applicable in the present context. Knowledge-based
recommender system depends with respect to
unequivocally requesting client necessities for such
things. Be that as it may, in such complex spaces, it is
regularly troublesome for clients to completely articulate
or even see how their necessities coordinate the item
accessibility. For instance, a client may not even know
that an auto with a specific blend of fuel productivity and
torque is accessible. In this manner, such frameworks
utilize intuitive input, which enables the client to
investigate the innately mind boggling item space and
find out about the exchange offs accessible between
different alternatives. The recovery and investigation
process is encouraged by knowledge bases depicting the
utilities and additionally exchange offs of different
highlights in the item area. The utilization of learning
bases is so essential to a compelling recovery and
investigation process that such frameworks are alluded to
as knowledge based recommender systems. A significant
piece of knowledge based frameworks is the more
prominent control that the client has in controlling the
proposal process. The recommendation of content based
and collaborative frameworks are fundamentally in light
of historical information, though knowledge based
frameworks are based with respect to the immediate
details by clients of what they need. A critical recognizing

1.4 Some application on Recommendation System
There are various types of applications that use
recommendation system. These are following example is
given below.

Amazon Recommendation system
Amazon.com [13] was additionally one of the pioneers in
recommender frameworks, particularly in the business
setting. Amid the early years, it was one of only a handful
couple of retailers that had the foreknowledge to
understand the helpfulness of this innovation. Initially
established as a book e-retailer, the business extended to
for all intents and purposes all types of items. Therefore,
Amazon.com now offers practically all classes of items,
for example, books, CDs, software, hardware, et cetera.
The proposals in Amazon.com are given based on
unequivocally gave appraisals, purchasing conduct, and
perusing conduct. The appraisals in Amazon.com are
indicated on a 5-point scale, with least evaluating being 1star, and the most noteworthy rating being 5-star. The
client particular purchasing and perusing information can
be effectively gathered when clients are signed in with a
record validation instrument bolstered by Amazon.
Proposals are additionally given to clients on the primary
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Web page of the website, at whatever point they sign into
their records.

lacking measure of client evaluation is accessible. The
blend of semantic improvement of items and clients with
collaborative filtering based recommendation in the
proposed hybrid recommender framework displayed
general precision, and huge change in the item cold-start
and information sparsity issues.

Netflix Movie Recommender System
Netflix was established as a mail-arrange computerized
video plate rental organization [14] of films and TV
programs, which was in the long run extended to the
gushing conveyance. Right now, the essential business of
Netflix is that of giving spilling conveyance of films and
TV programs on a membership premise. Netflix gives
clients the capacity to rate the motion pictures and TV
programs on a 5-point scale. Moreover, the client
activities as far as viewing different things are
additionally put away by Netflix. These evaluations and
activities are then utilized by Netflix to make proposals.
Netflix completes a brilliant activity of giving
clarifications to the suggested things. It unequivocally
gives cases of suggestions in light of particular things that
were viewed by the client.

Thanyalak Rattanasawad et.al. [3] exhibited plan and
usage of a run based recommender application structure
for the Semantic Web information. The system is not
quite the same as existing Semantic Web application
structure in that it streamlines the improvement of
recommender applications by giving a summed up
suggestion layout that can be utilized as a part of
philosophy based recommender applications. The format
can be man-matured and prepared by specific suggestion
editorial manager and processor. The outline of the
structure additionally centers on extensibility and
interoperability to enable it to be free of hidden executed
frameworks. An assessment thinks about was directed by
looking at execution of changed usage of the suggestion
processor utilizing an informational collection in general
wellbeing space.

Facebook Friend Recommendations
Social networking sites frequently prescribe potential
companions to clients with a specific end goal to build the
quantity of social associations at the site. Facebook [15] is
one such case of a long range informal communication
Web page. This sort of suggestion has somewhat
unexpected objectives in comparison to an item proposal.
While an item recommendation specifically builds the
benefit of the vendor by encouraging item deals, an
expansion in the quantity of social associations enhances
the experience of a client at a social network.

2.2 Similarity index based recommendation system
Taner Arsan et.al [4] discuss about and demonstrated the
distinction of these algorithms like user-based and itembased algorithm with various similarity index. By
utilizing these algorithm with various similarity index
they actualized them to the movie recommendation
system and also discuss the recommending the best
things, these are numerous algorithm depend on various
methodology. As per collaborating filtering system, there
is a shared point that is foundation of similarity among
clients and things.

2. Related Work
2.1
Ontology with
recommendation system

semantic

web

based

2.3 Recommendation based recommendation system

Archana Mathur et.al. [1] Describes ontology alongside
the other semantic web instruments guarantees that a
visitor gets the ideal arrangement suiting his necessities
whether show a get-away organizer or a business voyager.
In this paper also describes various existing ontology like
Mondeca ontology, Harmonise, QALL-ME ontology, HiTouch ontology and TAGA etc.

Lior Ro Kach et.al [5] elaborates about recommendation
system ideas and concepts. Also discuss about similarity
matrix, content based recommendation system, context
based
recommendation
system,
and
group
recommendation system.

2.4 Tourism recommendation
recommendation system

Asmaa Fridi and Sidi Mohamed Benslimane [2]
elaborate the appropriate of linked open data for
enhancing the precision and the nature of
recommendation systems. The trail demonstrated that the
exact estimation of thing likeness utilizing linked open
data can possibly enhanced the execution of recommender
frameworks, particularly in circumstances where a

system

based

Stanley loh et.al.
[7] discuss this to display a
recommender framework to help travel operators in
finding vacationer choices for clients. The disclosure is
made examining messages between the client and the
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operator in a private talk, utilizing content mining
techniques and a tourism ontology. A model is being
actualized in free programming innovations (JavaScript,
PHP, and MySQL).The fundamental favorable position of
the framework is to free the operator from the weight of
knowing a lot of vacationer choices and recalling at the
correct minute when to prescribe a decent alternative to
the client.

recommendation procedure through prerequisite detail
and intelligence. In this handbook also discuss the issue
of cold start to solve by knowledge based recommendation
system.
Sarah Bouraga, Ivan J. Jureta [12] discusses the key
thoughts in the improvement of knowledge based
recommendation frameworks. They recorded the critical
components forming a Knowledge based recommendation
system, and evaluated the cutting edge concerning the
knowledge based recommendation systems and gathered
the fundamental strides in the improvement of a
Knowledge based recommendation system.

Brahim Batouche et.al. [8] Discuss the misuses another
approach for proposal of trip design, by thinking about
conceivable snags of elderly individuals. Our approach
utilizes the semantic depiction of tourism asset, client
profile and client asks for, so as to allude on semantic
translation of tourism information, such as offers services.
The utilization of this approach, with the Web benefit,
gives elderly individuals and travel offices plausibility to
discover naturally an adjusted excursion design by
considering client profile or on the other hand gathers
profile.

3. Methodology
3.1 Proposed Framework
This paper present a recommendation system known as
knowledge based recommendation system with decision
making. Where our aim is to solve the problem mentioned
in problem description chapter 3 to solve budget problem
and decide area also and also solve cold start problem by
using knowledge based filtering and also satisfy user
choice.

Prof D.D.Gatade et.al. [9] This paper exhibits a study on
various calculations and techniques that were proposed by
specialists before for better improvement in the field data
mining. Real time Instagram information is being gotten
and handled in a System. In future they will build up
another calculation and strategy to make a superior
travelling
recommendation
framework
utilizing
information mining systems.

Knowledge based recommendation system shows the
result in two model one in protégé framework by using
SWRL and second model is similarity index.

Jitha P B, Reshma M [10] discuss in this paper, a
Tourist-Area-Season Topic (TAST) display is proposed to
speak to travel bundles and tourist by various theme
circulations. In light of this, a recommendation approach
is created for customized travel bundle recommendation.
At that point, proposing the vacationer connection region
season subject display, which comprehends the reasons
why sightseers frame a movement gathering and is useful
for catching the dormant connections among the tourist in
each movement gathering. We have additionally
presented a tourist recommendation procedure which
incorporates finding the traveler areas inside a city,
surmising the semantic of visitor areas, finding a
movement design, outlining and after that positioning of
the visitor areas in view of the client's present setting.

INPUT
Output

Season

Area

Package

Knowledg
e based
filtering
system

Ontology
based on
protégé
frame
Work

Give the
best
visiting
place

Days

Fig1: Frame work of tourism recommendation system

2.5 Knowledge based recommendation system
3.1.1 USER INPUT
Charu C. Aggarwal [11] discusses about all
recommendation system like content based, collaborative
based and also knowledge based recommendation system.
Also discuss the client more prominent control in the

This above model is based on knowledge based tourism
recommendation system. In this model ask few questions
from user to get exact result to visit best places.
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The users inputs are in the form of question are as
follows:1.
Season.
2.
Area.
3.
Package.
4.
No of days.

In my dissertation, there are two model used one is
semantic web rule language in protégé framework and
second is similarity index.

3.1.3.1 Semantic web rule language in protégé
framework
This is a proposal to combine ontologies and rules [17].
There are some rule expressed in term of owl concept, for
ex: - classes, properties individuals etc.

3.1.2 KNOWLEDGE BASED FILTERING
A recommendation system for tourism or other similar
system must do is getting the information from user
choice: for example: - In which season is select for going
vacation? Also ask for package. So, this information, the
system can follow a knowledge based approach to creating
recommendation, by thinking about what item meet the
user requirement.
A knowledge base recommendation system stay away
from some disadvantages like: it does not have a ramp-up
problem [16] so these are not depending on user rating. It
also avoid cold start problem, this is solve the problem of
new user requirements.

Fig 2:- Semantic web rule language used in protégé framework.

This work is done in protégé framework. In this
framework ontology has developed as shown in below fig.

3.1.3 MODEL USED IN RECOMMENDATION
SYSTEM

Fig3: Protégé framework
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This action included the portrayal of the ontology in a
formal language. It was picked in light of the fact that it is
exceedingly expressive regardless it holds computational
fulfillment and decidability. The implementation of
tourism recommendation system using semantic web rule
with ontology in protégé frame work. This ontology used
in standard protégé framework version (protégé 5.2).
In this model, show ontology to clear the concept of users.
In this ontology, show hierarchal figure of trip plan.

3.1.4 Output
In above fig 1 explain the framework of recommendation
system, at last give the best holiday place under user
choice and user budget. In this model my aim is to give
best and exact result.

4. Implementation and Result
4.1 Implementation of tourism recommendation
system in protégé framework with semantic web rule
language

Fig4: Hierarchal figure of trip plan.

ideas. The rule were composed utilizing the SWRL Editor
(see Figure 11), an improvement domain for working with
SWRL rule in Protégé-OWL. When altering rules in this
condition, clients can straightforwardly allude to OWL
classes, properties, and individuals inside OWL ontology.
This rule is written in semantic web rule show in below
figure.

The second thing is used i.e. semantic web rule language
(SWRL). The inference rules were composed in the
Semantic Web Rule Language, which is the control
portrayal language suggested by the Semantic Web people
group and permits to express guidelines based on ontology
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Fig5: show rule in protégé frame work.
For example 1: A user name Ahmed Nazim answer few
question that, which area do you like and ask user budget
with including days.

4.2 Result
After this I have show the result in protégé framework
that how to recommend tourism plan for users.

Fig6: show the first user interest.
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In this result show when reasoner is start. When reasoner
is start then recommends visiting place on the basis of
user choice.

The first user has interested in hill station in summer area
and has budget is between 10000 and 20000 for 2days and
3 nights.

Fig7: this figure shows the result after reasoner start.
I have talked about in this paper the key thoughts in the
advancement of knowledge based recommendation
systems. This recorded the critical components creating a
knowledge based recommendation systems, looked into
the best in class concerning the knowledge based
recommendation methodology and surmised the
fundamental strides in the advancement of a knowledge
based recommendation systems. I have additionally
displayed a classification system for knowledge based
recommendation systems improvement procedures. My
proposed classification structure goes for helping the
analysis and the comprehension of this advancement
methodology. These tourism area particular issues require
inventive methodologies for actualizing recommender
frameworks that can be utilized by a substantial number
of travelers.

4. Conclusions
All through the elaboration of this paper, in which
different framework is used, new technology and ontology
are the main role play in this model. This work has not
only help me to know about recommendation system,
ontology and similarity index but also familiar in the field
of tourism sector.
All I have utilized as a part of this paper was new for me.
However, I should state that the Master in Artificial
Intelligence has helped me a long way to go to work the
new software easily and furthermore to make utilization
of approaches and methods of the tourism sector.
As we said toward the starting, my aim was to utilize
imaginative innovative tools, as a way to make attractive
in tourism recommendation system.
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